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SUBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS: 

1. State 5 points of major differences between living and non-living things. (5 marks) 
Answer: 
 LIVING THINGS NON-LIVING 

THINGS 
Cellular structure Living things are made up of small units of life 

called cells. 
Does not consist of 
cells. 

Organisation They have definite levels of organisation, like 
cells make up tissues; and then organs, organ 
systems and the whole organism. 

No levels of 
organisation 

Growth They show growth throughout their lives No growth 

Nutrition All living things require nutrition to get energy. No need of nutrition 

Respiration All living organisms respire in order to obtain 
energy from the food (glucose) we eat. 
 
Eg. Plants, animals 

Respiration does not 
occur. 
 
Eg. Table, chair 

 
 

2. How did the word “cell” come into being? Explain in your own words. 
Also mention the name of the scientist who gave the term. ( 4 marks) 
 
Answer: It was Robert Hooke who first observed the cells of the cork of a tree. When 
he observed them, since they were dead cells, only the thick cell walls were visible. 
These appeared similar to the small rooms where the monks used to meditate; these 
small rooms were called cells. Hence, this was how the cell got its name. 
 

3. The cell wall is present only in plant cells. What do you think is the reason for this? (2 
marks) 
 
Answer: The plants are immobile living organisms. They require extra support and 
protection. Cell walls are supporting structures that help the plant to have a fixed 
shape and protect it from injury. On the other hand, animal cells do not need to keep 
the structures, as they have the skeletal system for support and protection. 



 

4. The plasma membrane is selectively permeable. What do you mean by this statement 
and what is its significance? (4 marks) 
 
Answer: The cell membrane is selectively permeable which means that the cell 
membrane allows only certain molecules or ions to pass through it. 
The significance or importance lies in the fact that this way the cell membranes acts 
as a filter and avoids entry and exit of any random molecules. 
 

5. Draw a neat labelled diagram and explain at least two important functions of any two 
cell organelles of your choice ( 5 marks) 
 
Answer: Draw any 2 from amongst the many. 
Eg. Mitochondria 

 
Function: It is the site of cellular respiration 
                 It releases ATP. 
 
 
 


